Door accessories supplied by VT Industries will be packaged separately from doors and may not be included on door pallets. Accessories may be supplied by a variety of vendors including All Metals Stamping, Air Louvers and/or Anemostat. Accessory packages are identified with a VT Industries door accessories label as shown.

Fire clips and nails are packaged in cardboard boxes and marked appropriately. If doors have lite cutouts large enough to contain them, boxes are placed inside the cutouts. If door cutouts are too small, the fire clips/nails boxes are shipped loose.

Metal vision panels arrive boxed. Boxes include two vision panel frames per lite opening and hardware to attach frames to door. Glass is supplied by others.

Metal edges and astragal sets arrive wrapped - and boxed. They are not wrapped with VT tape, but they may carry a label indicating VT door accessories are contained inside.

Flat bar astragals (FBAs) are flat strips of aluminum with pre-drilled holes for attachment to inactive leaf of a pair of doors.

FBAs are wrapped, taped and tagged with the VT logo.

Look at the shipping labels on boxes. Sometimes door accessories will have been shipped to VT Industries from the accessory manufacturer. In this case, VT's customer is identified as the item number or name.